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Abstract 
In open shop and class-teacher timetabling problems preassignment requirements are often 
present; they are represented by precolorings in the graphs associated with the models. We 
consider the problem of extending a precoloring to an edge k-coloring of the whole graph 
(where k is fixed) and we describe some polynomially solvable cases of this problem which is 
generally NP-complete. A model with cost is given and we show that for trees it can be solved in 
polynomial time. 
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1. Introduction 
Chromatic scheduling is an expanding field within scheduling theory; it comprises 
all scheduling problems which may be handled by appropriate graph coloring models. 
Many attempts have been successfully realized to extend coloring models in various 
directions in order to expand substantially the class of scheduling problems which 
may be tackled by coloring models (see [7, 11, 133). 
In many instances, the extensions have been motivated by applications; school 
timetabling has provided many such suggestions of variations and extensions. Ma- 
chine scheduling also has focused the efforts of researchers on some types of generaliz- 
ed colorings [3]. 
In this note we shall concentrate on edge coloring models rather than node 
coloring, in general, and the additional requirements on the colorings will essentially 
consist in the presence of precolored edges. In terms of timetabling, if edges represent 
single lectures involving a teacher and a class (a group of students), precolored edges 
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correspond to preassigned lectures which are scheduled initially with some priority 
before the rest of the timetable is constructed. 
Such preassignments occur quite often in practice for various reasons (constraints 
on resources, equitable spreading of some types of lectures over the week, etc.) and 
have therefore to be handled in an efficient way. 
Besides this, some machine scheduling problems which may be dealt with as 
preemptive open shop problems [13] also present preassignment requirements due to 
technical reasons. 
Other types of extensions of colorings have been studied in the literature (see 
[2,5, g-101); all these extensions could be combined with each other to get extremely 
intricate models which could apprehend awide range of chromatic scheduling problems. 
We shall focus here on classical edge coloring models with some types of preassign- 
ment requirements. In the next section we shall define the graph-theoretical model 
and review related results concerning the complexity of the problem. 
Section 3 will consist of the development of a special case of preassignment 
(precoloring) which will lead to characterizations of some classes of graphs for which 
the problem can be solved efficiently. 
Next in Section 4, we shall sketch a different approach for handling precolorings 
in a softer way by introducing costs. We will show that for trees, the minimization of 
the cost of an edge coloring can be done easily; this is another way of showing that the 
precoloring extension problem is solvable for these special graphs. 
2. Extension of precolorings 
In this note we shall use the graph terminology of Berge [l]; all definitions not 
stated here can be found in [l]. All multigraphs will be loopless. 
An edge k-coloring of a multigraph G = (V, E) is a partition of the edge set E into 
matching M1, MZ, . . . , Mk. The smallest k for which a multigraph G has an edge 
k-coloring is the chromatic index q(G); clearly q(G) 2 A(G) where A(G) = max(d&); 
XE V) is the maximum degree of the nodes of G. Since bipartite multigraphs occur 
quite often in chromatic scheduling, we remind that for bipartite multigraphs 
q(G) = A(G) (theorem of KCnig, see [l]) and an edge A(G)-coloring can be construc- 
ted in polynomial time (for instance by network flow techniques, see [l]). However 
determining whether for a given k > A(G) an arbitrary multigraph G has an edge 
k-coloring is NP-complete [6]. 
We shall be concerned here with the precoloring extension problem (PEP) which 
can be formulated as follows: given a multigraph G = (V, E), an integer k 2 q(G) and 
a family S = (S,, Sa, . . . , S,) with p < k of disjoint matchings Si & E, does there exist 
an edge k-coloring % = (Ml, MZ, . . . ,Mk)ofGwithSi~Mi;fori=1,2 ,..., p?Si 
represents the collection of edges which are precolored with color i. 
If such a V can be found, we say that the precoloring S can be extended to an edge 
k-coloring of G. It has been shown that PEP is NP-complete even if G is a regular 
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bipartite multigraph with k = A(G) = 3 and S = (S,, S,), (see [4]). If G is bipartite 
and S = (S,), the smallest k for which an extension of S1 to an edge k-coloring exists 
can be found in polynomial time [ 123. Several cases of extensions which can be solved 
in polynomial time are discussed in [13, 121. 
In the next section we shall discuss ome cases which generalize the above ones. For 
this purpose we need some more definitions. 
Let G be a simple graph (no loops, no parallel edges); the multigraph G, is obtained 
from G by assigning to each e = [u, v] of G a nonnegative integer weight w, and by 
considering that each e is replaced by w, parallel edges between nodes u and v. If 
)v, = 0, e is absent from G,. If for each e, w, E (0, l}, then G, will be a partial graph of 
G. If W is a set of nonnegative integer values (the values admissible for weights we), 
then we will denote by C(G, W) the class of all multigraphs G, which can be generated 
from G by giving weights W,E W to the edges e of G. In some cases we shall assume 
that the underlying graph G will be a multigraph; C(G, W) will be defined in the same 
way in this situation. 
In order to get cases of PEP which can be solved in polynomial time we may restrict 
the partial graph of precolored edges to some special graphs; this is what will be done 
in the next section. 
3. A polynomially solvable case of PEP 
Given a multigraph G = (V, E) and a partial subgraph H = (I/ ‘, E’) of G, a handle 
of H in G is an elementary chain aI, e,, u2, e2, . . . , ur, e,, u,+ I (each edge ei links nodes 
ui and Ui+ 1) such that 
Ul, 4+1 E V’, Z4iE V - V’(i = 2, ... , I), eiEE - E’(i = 1, . . . , r). 
It is a chain linking two nodes of H and having all its edges and all its intermediate 
nodes outside of H. 
A handle is even (resp. odd) if its length is even (resp. odd). 
A partial subgraph H of a multigraph G is said to be admissible in G if 
(i) it is regular (all nodes have degree A(H)) and edge colorable in A(H) colors 
(q(H) = A(H)) 
(ii) G* = G - H (graph obtained from G by removing the edges of H) is a bipartite 
multigraph. 
Notice that H itself may be a multigraph. We say that G has the extendable coloring 
property ECP(H) with respect o W (where W is a set of nonnegative integers) if for 
every G, in C(G, W) such that H is a partial subgraph of G,, any q(H)-coloring of 
H can be extended to a q(G,)-coloring of G,. 
Lemma 2.1. Let H be a regular subgraph of a bipartite multigraph G and let 
w = {O, 1, . . . , A(H)}. Then, {f G has ECP(H) with respect to W, H has no even 
handles in G. 
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Proof. Notice that such an H is admissible. Assume H has an even handle 
J=ui,er,uz,ez, . . ..e2.,u2,+t in G. Let k = A(H) + 1. Give weights w, = A(H) to 
edges e2,e4, . . . , e2*_ 2 and weights w, = 1 to el, e3, . . , e2*_ r, e2,, All remaining 
edges of H have weights such that H is regular of degree A(H). Then G, is the graph 
formed by the edges of H and the edges of 1. Clearly, q(G,) = A(G,) = k; the first 
equality follows from the fact that G is bipartite and the second from the construction 
of G,. From the assumption H has an edge A(H)-coloring. Take any such coloring; it 
cannot be extended to an edge A(G,)-coloring of G,: if H has colors 1,2, . . . , A(H) 
then the edges el , e3, . . . , e2r_ 1 must have color A(H) + 1. Furthermore, the edge e2* 
(adjacent o e2,_ i) cannot have any color among 1,2, . . . , A(H). So there is some 
G, in C(G, IV) with an admissible H for which the coloring cannot be extended and so 
G does not have ECP(H). 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let H be an admissible subgraph of a multigraph G. Then G has ECP(H) 
with respect to any set of nonnegative integers W if H has no even handles in G. 
Proof. Assume now that we have a multigraph G, in C(G, W) and an admissible 
subgraph H of G which has no even handle in G. We have to show that any edge 
A(H)-coloring of H can be extended to an edge q(G,)-coloring of G,. 
Let G* be the multigraph obtained from G, by removing all edges of H. Then clearly 
q(G*) = A(G*) 6 A(G,). Let k = A(G,) and consider an edge k-coloring V of G*. 
It suffices to show that we may transform %? into an edge k-coloring of G* where 
none of the colors 1,2, . . , A(H) occur on edges adjacent o nodes of H in G*, since 
then by reintroducing the (precolored) edges of H into G* we will get the required edge 
k-coloring of G,. 
Assume that at some node x of H an edge e = (x, y) of G* has some color c 6 A(H); 
then (since we are using A(G,) colors) some color b > A(H) must be missing around 
node x. In G* we construct from x an alternating chain starting with e whose edges are 
alternatively colored with c and b; we extend this chain C as far as possible. Let z be 
the last node of C (we have z # x in all cases as can be seen easily). 
If z is not a node of H, we may interchange colors b and c along chain C and so 
color c has been removed from x. Let g(u) be the number of colors c < A(H) occurring 
around node u of H in G*. After the exchange we have 
g’(u) = g(u) for each node u of H and g’(x) < g(x), 
If z is node of H and C has odd length, then we are in the same situation with 
g’(z) < g(z) in addition. 
So assume now that z is a node of H and C has even length; since H has no even 
handle in G, the chain C after leaving H with e = (x, y) must meet a first node U of H; 
the subchain C’ of C from x to U has odd length (notice that we may have U = y). Since 
color c 6 A(H) occurs in G* around U, since the number of colors occurring around 
U in G* is dG.(ti) < A(G,) - A(H) and since there are A(G,) - A(H) available colors 
f with f> A(H), some color d > A(H) with d # b must be missing around node U. 
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Exchange colors b and c along C’. The coloring is improved at x (g’(x) < g(x) and 
g’(u) d g(u) for every node u of H). But at U, color h occurs twice. 
Construct from U an alternating chain D whose edges have alternatively colors 
b and d (it starts with the edge e’ = (6, u) of color b used by C to leave node c) and 
extend it as far as possible. Since G* is bipartite, D cannot end in U; so by exchanging 
colors b and d along D we get an edge coloring of G* with 
g”(u) 6 g(u) for each node u of H and g”(x) < g(x) 
By repeating this procedure, we will finally get an edge k-coloring of G* where at each 
node x of H all colors 1,2, . . , d(H) are missing. So we are done. 0 
Remark 2.1. In the above proposition H need not be bipartite; we only require that it 
is regular with q(H) = d(H), and that G* is bipartite. 
Remark 2.2. With the same proof we can derive a slightly different result where 
H need not be regular. Let H be a partial subgraph of G, and let 59 be an edge 
p-coloring of H. Assume that the following additional requirement is taken into 
account: 
at every node of H the remaining (uncolored) edges of G,, (i.e. the edges of G*)) should 
not use colors 1, . . . , p. We can satisfy this requirement by assuming that for each 
node x of H the degree d,.(x) is at most d(G,) - 1’. Then G has the corresponding 
extension property for H if H has no even handle in G. 
3. Some consequences 
We intend here to derive some results from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
Observe first that given a bipartite simple graph G = (Vi, V2, E) and a partial 
subgraph H of G, it is easy to check whether even handles of H exist in G. It can be 
done in polynomial time (we just have to check whether chains exist in G-H between 
nodes of the same subset Vi (i = 1,2)). Since checking whether a node is connected to 
all the others can be done by standard search algorithms in O(n’), we have an overall 
complexity of 0(n3). 
As a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we can state: 
Corollary 3.1. Let H be a regular subgraph of a bipartite multigraph G. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(1) G has ECP(H) with respect to any set of nonnegative integers W; 
(2) G has ECP(H) with respect to W = {0, 1, . . . , d(H)}; 
(3) H has no even handles in G. 
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We shall now consider a very particular type of partial subgraph H and examine 
when a graph has property ECP(H) for any partial subgraph H of the particular type 
chosen. More precisely assume that we restrict our attention to partial subgraphs 
H which are simply cycles C. 
According to Lemma 2.2, a bicoloring of a cycle C in G, can be extended to an edge 
A (G,)-coloring if C has no even handle in G. 
Let us call mouth the graph formed by a cycle and a handle; it consists of three node 
disjoint chains between two common endnodes. Since we are considering bipartite 
graphs, the three chains of a mouth have the same parity; the mouth is even (resp. odd) 
if the chains have even (resp. odd) lengths. 
Following [lS] a bipartite graph containing no even mouth as a partial subgraph is 
called a BOC graph (bipartite odd cactus). 
As a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we can now state: 
Corollary 3.2. Let G be a bipartite multigraph. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) G is a BOC graph; 
(2) a bicoloring of any cycle in G can be extended to a A(G,)-coloring for any G, in 
C(G, W) where W is any set of nonnegative integers; 
(3) a bicoloring of any cycle in G can be extended to a A(G,)-coloring for any G, in 
C(G, W) where W = (0, 1,2} 
Let us call box an even mouth with at least two chains of length two. A graph 
is boxless if it contains no box as a partial graph. Let C,, denote a cycle of length 
four. 
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a bipartite multigraph. Then the following are equivalent, 
(1) G is a boxless graph; 
(2) a bicoloring of any C4 in G can be extended to a A(G,)-coloring for any G, in 
C(G, W) where W is any set of nonnegative integers; 
(3) a bicoloring of any C4 in G can be extended to a A(G,)-coloring for any G, in 
C(G, W) where W = (0, 1,2} 
Remark 3.1. If we restrict W to the set (0, l}, then we get a result proved in [14]; 
a cone is an even mouth with at least one chain of length two. G is coneless if it 
contains no cone as a partial subgraph. For a bipartite simple graph G, the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) G is a coneless graph. 
(2) A biocoloring of any cycle in G can be extended to a A(G,)-coloring for any 
G, in C(G, W) where W = (0, l} (i.e., G, is any partial subgraph of G). 
In the same way as above, we may consider extension of a bicoloring of any C4 in 
the case W = (0, l}. An even mouth is short if all three chains have length two. So we 
can state: 
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For a simple bipartite graph the following are equivalent: 
(1) G has no short even mouth; 
(2) a bicoloring of any C4 in G can be extended to a d(G,)-coloring for any G, in 
C(G, W) where W = ‘(0, l}. 
Looking at the various classes of graphs introduced above, we have the following 
strict inclusions: simple BOC graphs * simple coneless graphs * simple boxless 
graphs 3 simple graphs without short mouths. 
4. Edge coloring with costs: A more general approach for dealing with preassignments 
Preassignment requirements occur most frequently in timetabling applications. In 
the case of class-teacher schedules, the classical model is a bipartite multigraph 
G = (U, C, E) where V is the set of teachers, C the set of classes and E the collection of 
edges: there are p edges between odes t and c if teacher t must give p lectures to class 
c. Some of these lectures may be subject to preassignment requirements; the corres- 
ponding edges are precolored. In some situations,such requirements are expressed in 
a more flexible way: such a lecture should be assigned to a given period with a high 
priority. A convenient way of handling these requirements i to introduce a cost c(e, i) 
which is the amount to be paid if edge e gets color i in the edge coloring of G. As an 
extreme case, we can handle the preassignment ofcolor i to edge e by setting c(e, if = 0 
and c(e,,j) = *XI for all j # i. 
In general, the problem consists in finding for a given bipartite multigraph G and 
for a given number k > A(G) an edge k-coloring of G with minimum cost (the cost is 
the sum of the coloring costs of the edges). Such a situation occurs for instance in 
class-teacher timetabling where preferences in the scheduling of each meeting (edge) 
are translated in the form of costs. 
If we have preassignment (i.e. precoloring) requirements only, then there exists an 
edge k-coloring %? with cost K(w) = 0 if and only if the precoloring can be extended to 
an edge k-coloring of G. 
This suggests that the minimization of the cost of an edge k-coloring in a bipartite 
multigraph is difficult in general. In fact, the problem is NP-complete (it follows easily 
from results in [4]). We shall show below that when G is a tree, a simple recursive 
procedure can be used. 
From now on G will be a tree with maximum degree A(G) and we are given 
a number k of colors with k 2 A(G) as well as costs c(e, i) for each edge e in E and for 
each color i < k. 
We orient the tree in order to obtain an oriented tree T, (arborescence) with some 
root r; at r we introduce a dummy arc e, = (vO, r) which will have color k + 1. For each 
node u # v, there is exactly one arc of T,, entering into u. For each arc e of To let B+(e) 
be the set of arcs whose origin coincides with the endnode of e; B+(e) = 8 if e is 
a pendent arc. Denote by T(e) the subtree of T,, consisting of arc e and the subtree 
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rooted at the endnode of e. Furthermore let f(T(e), i) be the minimum cost of an edge 
coloring of T(e) where edge e gets color i; for each pendent arc e (leaf of T,), we have 
immediately f(T(e), i) = c(e, i)(l < i < k). 
Starting from the pendent arcs of To, we may now recursively compute f(T(e), i) for 
each arc e such that the values f(T(e’), j) are known for each arc e’ in B+(e) and for 
each color j < k. We will finally get f(T(e,,), k + 1) which is the minimum cost of an 
edge k-coloring in G provided we set c(e,, k + 1) = 0. 
The computation of f(T(e), i) amounts to the solution of an assignment problem in 
the following graph: introduce a node e’ for each arc e’ in B+(e) and a node e; in 
addition introduce a node j for each color j 6 k (at the last step, for computing 
f(T(eo), k + 1) also introduce a node k + 1). 
Each node e’ is linked to each node j by an edge with cost f(T(e'), j); node e is 
linked to node i with an edge of cost c(e, i) and to each node j # i with an edge of cost 
equal to infinity. 
Clearly any assignment will define an edge coloring of T(e) where e gets color i. The 
value of f(T(e), i) will be obtained by finding an optimal assignment. 
The algorithm is polynomial (since the number k of colors is fixed). If G has n nodes 
we have to solve at most n.k. assignment problems. (Generally k < n, so we have at 
most rz2 assignment problems, each one can be solved in 0(n3), so we have a proce- 
dure in O(n5). 
Remark 4.1. In [7] it is shown that PEP can be solved in linear time for trees. Here we 
have used an alternate approach which has a higher complexity but which has the 
advantage of solving a more general problem, i.e. the minimization of the cost of 
coloring. As mentioned above, such an approach may be more relevant in timetabling 
applications where priorities are often present. 
As a conclusion, it would be interesting to examine also the question of extending 
a precoloring of a partial subgraph H to an edge k-coloring with the smallest possible k. 
This question is more difficult; partial results for node colorings have been given in [7]. 
Another question would be to extend a precoloring to a partial edge k-coloring (for 
fixed k) where as many edges as possible are colored. Such investigations, which are 
justified by possible applications in timetabling should be carried out for edge 
colorings as well as for node colorings. 
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